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A new congress experience
The announcement to hold the EHC – European Headache
Congress 2022 in Vienna, Austria provides completely new
possibilities for all participants. As the European Headache
Congress has always been a wide-ranging stage for scientists to present the latest topics in headache diseases, we
would like to encourage everyone to use the possibility to
present their scientific research to an international audience.
We want to make sure that the European Headache Congress 2022 is filled with the latest scientific findings, to
provide the best possible treatment for patients suffering
from headache, now, but also in future.
We look forward to welcome you in Vienna, sharing your
efforts at the EHC 2022 in December.
Be part of the first hybrid congress in the history of the EHF.
The new congress format gives you the opportunity to be
on-site and still enjoy all the virtual benefits. If you missed
a session, take the advantage of an extensive on demand
offer.

This is what you can expect
On-site
• Scientific programme on-site from
Wednesday–Saturday
• ePoster terminals and several stations for
self-study
• Open stage within the industrial exhibition
• Industry presentations and space for cooperating
societies and start-ups
• Meet your colleagues and friends in person
• Polls and questionnaires
• Interactive parts
• Social programme
Virtual elements
• Live broadcast of the plenary hall to the virtual
congress platform
• All sessions available on demand
• Virtual congress platform
• ePosters available online during the whole
congress and afterwards

Topics
The topics listed here are some of the topics the congress aims to cover.
Our goal is to provide a versatile and varied programme.
Basic science, animal models in headache research

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension

Cervicogenic headache

Medication overuse headache

CGRP inhibitors in the clinic

Migraine

Cluster headache

Multidisciplinary clinical assessments

COVID and headache

Neuroimaging in headache disorders

Data science in research and digital medicine

Neuromodulation and nerve blocks

Epidemiology

Neuropeptides, channels in headache

Genetics genomics | RNA

Oro-facial and temporomandibular disorders

Glymphatic system

Pathophysiology others than migraine and cluster

Guidelines in headache

Posttraumatic headache disorders

Headache, hormones and dietary

Secondary headaches

Headache in children and adolescents

Tension type headache

Headache in the elderly

Trigeminal neuralgia

Headache, thalamus and other brain nuclei

TRP channels and headache

